It has been speculated that the S-matrix elements of type IIB superstring theory satisfy the Ward identity associated with the S-duality. This indicates that a group of S-matrix elements at each loop level are invariant under the linear SL(2, R) transformations. If one evaluates one component of such S-dual multiplet, then all other components can be found by the simple use of the linear SL(2, R) transformations.
Introduction
It is known that the type IIB superstring theory is invariant under S-duality [1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7] . This symmetry should be carried by the S-matrix elements. It has been speculated in [8] that the linear S-duality should appear in the tree-level S-matrix elements through the associated Ward identity. This classifies the tree-level S-matrix elements into S-dual multiplets. Each multiplet includes S-matrix elements which interchange under the linear SL(2, R) transformation. The S-matrix elements of gravitons are singlets in this classification. The tree-level S-dual multiplets should then be dressed with the loops and the nonperturbative effects to becomes invariant under the full nonlinear S-duality transformations [9] - [28] .
The S-duality holds order by order in α ′ and is nonperturbative in the string loop expansion [7] . Therefore, one has to α ′ -expand an amplitude in the Einstein frame and then study its S-duality at each order of α ′ . Let us consider the sphere-level S-matrix element of four gravitons whose S-duality has been studied in [9] - [25] . The leading α ′ -order contact term of this amplitude which has eight momenta is not invariant under the S-duality because of the presence of the dilaton factor e −3φ 0 /2 in these couplings in the Einstein frame. It has been conjectured that the dilaton factor might be extended to the non-holomorphic Eisenstein series E 3/2 (φ 0 , C 0 ) after including the loops and the nonperturbative effects [9] . Similar conjecture has been made for the higher α ′ order terms [9] - [25] . However, the leading term of this expansion which is a massless pole, has no dilaton factor so this term by itself is invariant under the S-duality.
The above proposal for constructing the S-dual S-matrix element of four gravitons has been extended to the disk-level S-matrix element of two gravitons in [26, 27] , to the disklevel S-matrix elements of some other external states in [28, 8, 29] and to the nonabelian S-matrix elements on the world volume of multiple D 3 -branes in [30] . The leading α ′ order term in each of the abelian S-matrix elements is invariant under the S-duality without dressing it with the loops and the nonperturbative effects. We will show that such property is hold by the S-matrix elements that we will find in this paper as well.
In general, the evaluation of the tree-level S-matrix element of the Ramond-Ramond (R-R) vertex operators is much more complicated than the evaluation of the tree-level Smatrix element of the Neveu Schwarz-Neveu Schwarz (NS-NS) vertex operators because of the presence of the spin operator in the R-R vertex operator [31] . The S-duality relates the R-R two-form to the B-field and the R-R scalar to the dilaton. Using the observation that the S-matrix elements should satisfy the Ward identity corresponding to the S-duality [8] , one can relate the S-matrix element of the R-R vertex operators to the S-matrix element of the NS-NS vertex operators. In this paper we would like to examine this idea by evaluating the disk-level S-matrix element of one graviton(dilaton), one B-field and one gauge boson and relating it to various S-matrix elements involving the R-R vertex operators.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 2, using the conformal field theory technique, we calculate explicitly the disk-level scattering amplitude of one graviton, one B-field and one gauge boson. In section 2.1, we find the S-dual multiplet corresponding to this amplitude which has three components. We will show that the leading α ′ -order terms of the multiplet are invariant under the S-duality. In section 3, we calculate the dilaton amplitudes corresponding to the above multiplet by replacing the graviton polarization with the dilaton polarization tensor. The dilaton amplitudes by themselves, however, do not form an S-dual multiplet because unlike the graviton the dilaton is not invariant under the S-duality. In section 3.1, we find the S-dual multiplet corresponding to the dilaton amplitudes. In section 4, we examine some of the amplitudes that we have found from the S-duality with explicit calculation and find exact agreement. In section 5, we find the low energy contact terms of the dilaton multiplet at order α ′2 .
Graviton amplitude
The tree-level scattering amplitude of two gravitons and one transverse scalar has been calculated in [32] . In this section we are interested in the scattering amplitude of one graviton, one B-field and one gauge boson on the world-volume of a D p -brane. This amplitude is given by the correlation function of their corresponding vertex operators on disk.
Since the background charge of the world-sheet with topology of a disk is Q φ = 2 one has to choose the vertex operators in the appropriate pictures to produce the compensating charge Q φ = −2. The scattering amplitude may then be given by the following correlation function:
Using the doubling trick [33, 34] , the vertex operators are given by the following integrals on the upper half z-plane:
where the matrix D µ ν is diagonal with +1 in the world volume directions and −1 in the transverse direction. The polarization ε 1 is symmetric and the polarization ε 2 is antisymmetric. We will not impose the traceless condition for the graviton polarization. This will allow us in the next section to find the dilaton amplitude from the graviton amplitude by 1 Our conventions set α ′ = 2. Our index convention is that the Greek letters (µ, ν, · · ·) are the indices of the space-time coordinates, the Latin letters (a, d, c, · · ·) are the world-volume indices and the letters (i, j, k, · · ·) are the normal bundle indices.
choosing the graviton polarization to be the flat metric η µν . The on-shell conditions are ε i .p i = p i .ε i = p i .p i = 0 for i = 1, 2, and ζ 3 .k 3 = k 3 .k 3 = 0.
Using the standard world-sheet propagators
one can calculate the correlators in (1). The result is an expression which satisfies the Ward identity associated with the gauge boson, i.e., if one replaces the gauge boson polarization ζ 3 with its momentum k 3 the result is zero. So one can write the result in terms of the gauge boson field strength
). The result in the string frame is
where I 1 , · · · I 11 are some integrals. The amplitude has also a delta Dirac function imposes the momentum conservation along the brane, i.e.,
To have consistency with the T-duality, the amplitude should have no extra dilaton factor. The dilaton appears only in the brane tension which is consistent with T-duality, i.e.,
We will not fix the overall numeric factor of the amplitude. The explicit form of the integrals I 2 , I 11 are the following:
and the other integrals appear in the Appendix. The notation z ij is z ij = z i − z j . There is a measure d 2 z 1 d 2 z 2 dx 3 for all the integrals which we have omitted. The function K is
Note that the integral I 11 is the same as I 2 in which the labels 1, 2 are interchanged.
One may use the relation between disk amplitudes involving mixed open and closed strings, and disk amplitudes with only open strings [33, 34, 35] to relate the integrals (6) to the integrals that appear in the five open string amplitude [36] . However, we prefer to calculate the integrals (6) directly which is easy to perform. The integrals are invariant under the SL(2, R) transformation of the upper half-plane. Using this symmetry one can map the result to unit disk, and then fix the symmetry by fixing z 1 = 0 and x 3 = 1. In the polar coordinate z 2 = re iθ , the θ-integral can be evaluated using the following formula [37] :
where |x| < 1, and the r-integral can be evaluated using the following formula [37] :
The integral I 2 then becomes
The integral I 11 is 
where we have also used the relation p 2 .k 3 = −p 1 .k 3 . We have used the package [38] for expanding the Hypergeometric function 3 F 2 .
If one calculate the other integrals, one would find similar results for them. Then one may use these functions to find some relations between them. Using these relations, one would find that the amplitude would satisfy the Ward identity associated with the graviton and B-field. Alternatively, one may impose the graviton and the B-field Ward identities to find these relations. We follow this latter method to find the relations:
which we have checked with the explicit form of the integrals. One also finds the following two equations involving the Mandelstam variables:
which may be verified using by part integration. Using the above equations (12) and (13) 
where A 11 is
and A 2 is
where
2 ), the matrix V is the flat metric of the world volume, i.e., V ab = η ab , and N is the flat metric of the transverse space, i.e., N ij = η ij .
The amplitude does not satisfy the Ward identity corresponding to the graviton unless one rewrite the field strength H in terms of B. So one can not write the amplitude in terms of field strengths F , H and the curvature R. However, some of them can be written as RHF . For example, the terms that have p 1 .D.H µν satisfy the Ward identity associated with the graviton, so they can be rewritten as RHF . One should not expect that all terms to be rewritten as RHF because the metric can appear as contracting the indices of the covariant derivatives of √ −gHF as well as in the definition of the covariant derivatives.
In general, using the fact that the contact terms of the S-matrix elements must produce couplings in effective field theory which must be in terms of covariant derivative of field strengths, one expects a S-matrix element to be written in terms of field strengths except for the graviton. For graviton, only some terms of the amplitude can be written as curvature.
As a check of the result in (14), we note that if one examines the Feynman diagrams in low energy field theory, there would be no double pole 1/(p 1 .p 2 )
2 . Therefore, the double pole in the amplitude (14) must be canceled. Using the expansion (11), one observes that the double pole in A 11 and A 2 in fact is canceled in the whole amplitude (14) . We have expand the integrals I 2 and I 11 up to (α ′ ) 6 and found no double pole. Moreover, taking in to account that the integral I 2 has simple pole in p 2 .D.p 2 and the integral I 11 has simple pole in p 1 .D.p 1 , one observes that the amplitude has no double pole 1/(
Graviton S-dual multiplet
To study the S-duality of the amplitude (14), we have to convert it to the Einstein frame. The relation between the string frame metric which is used in (14) , and the Einstein frame is g
The amplitudes (14) in the Einstein frame is
where dots represent the other terms in (15) and (16) . The dilaton factor e −φ 0 /2 must be multiplied to each Mandelstam variables in the integrals I 11 , I 2 in the Einstein frame. For example, p 1 .p 2 in the string frame must be replaced by p 1 .p 2 e −φ 0 /2 in the Einstein frame.
Under S-duality, graviton is invariant and the following objects transform as doublets [43, 44, 45] :
; Λ = p q r s (18)
where ( * F ) ab = ǫ abcd F cd /2, and φ 0 and C 0 are the constant dilaton and R-R scalar, respectively. Consider the SL(2, R)
where C is the R-R scalar and τ = C + ie −φ . This matrix transforms under the SL(2, R) transformation as
When the dilaton and the R-R scalar are constant, one finds the following S-dual multiplet:
where the matrix M 0 is the matrix M in which the dilaton and the R-R scalar are constant. The minus of amplitude (17) corresponds to the first component of the above multiplet.
The amplitude corresponding to the second component is
where (2) . Finally, the amplitude corresponding to the third component of the multiplet (21) is
In above amplitude, the R-R scalar must be constant. The polarization of this constant R-R scalar is denoted by C 0 . This polarization is one, but for clarity we keep it as C 0 .
The amplitudes (22) and (23) are the S-duality prediction for the S-matrix elements. The amplitude (23) should appear in the S-matrix element of one R-R scalar, one graviton, one B-field and one gauge boson which is related to the amplitude of seven open strings [35] . In the limit that the momentum of the R-R scalar goes to zero, this amplitude should be reduced to (23) and some massless poles. We leave the details of this calculation for the future works. The amplitude (22) , however, is a 5-point function. In section 4 we explicitly calculate the disk-level S-matrix element of one graviton, one R-R two-form and one gauge boson. We will show that the result is precisely agree with the amplitude (22) .
Using the fact that the leading α ′ order terms of the integrals I 2 , I 11 are massless pole, there is a dilaton factor e φ 0 /2 in the leading order terms of these integrals in the Einstein frame. Therefore, the leading order terms of the amplitudes (22), (23) have no dilaton factor and the leading order term of the amplitude (17) has the dilaton factor e −φ 0 . They are consistent with the multiplet (21) . This indicates that the leading α ′ -order terms of the multiplet (17)- (22)- (23) are invariant under the S-duality. It seems this symmetry is carried by any abelian tree-level S-matrix elements. The extra dilaton factors in all higher order terms may be dressed with the loops and the nonperturbative effects [9] - [28] to become invariant under the full nonlinear S-duality.
Dilaton amplitude
The dilaton amplitude can be read from the graviton amplitude by replacing the graviton polarization with
where the auxiliary field ℓ satisfies ℓ.p 1 = 1 and should be canceled in the final amplitude. The graviton amplitude (4) satisfies the Ward identity, i.e., if one replaces the graviton polarization (ε 1 ) µν with ζ µ (p 1 ) ν + ζ ν (p 1 ) µ where ζ µ is an arbitrary vector, the amplitude becomes zero. Since we have not used the traceless condition for the graviton, it is obvious that the replacement −ℓ µ (p 1 ) ν − ℓ ν (p 1 ) µ for the graviton polarization gives zero result. So to find the dilaton amplitude we have to replace the graviton polarization in the amplitude (4) with η µν . The amplitude can then be written in terms of H. The result for D 3 -brane in the Einstein frame is
where we have also used the relation
In above equation φ 1 is the polarization of the dilaton which is one. Note that there is no massless open string pole 1/p 1 .D.p 1 which is consistent with field theory since there is no linear dilaton coupling for D 3 -brane in the Einstein frame. This is unlike the graviton amplitude (14) which has such pole and is reproduced in field theory by the pull-back and by the Taylor expansion of the linear coupling of graviton to the D-brane, i.e., ∂ a X i h a i and X i ∂ i h a a where h is the graviton and X i is the transverse scalar field on the world volume of D-brane.
Similarly, one can find the dilaton amplitudes corresponding to the components (22) and (23) . The dilaton amplitude corresponding to (22) is
The dilaton amplitude corresponding to (23) is
where the R-R scalar is again constant.
Even though the gravity amplitudes (22), (23) and minus of (17) form an S-dual multiplet, the corresponding dilaton amplitudes (26) , (27) and (25) do not from an S-dual multiplet. This is resulted from the fact that unlike the graviton, the dilaton is not invariant under the S-duality. Therefore, one has to add more amplitudes to find an S-dual multiplet. In the next section we will find this multiplet.
Dilaton S-dual multiplet
To find the S-dual multiplet corresponding to the amplitudes (25), (26) and (27) , consider the variation of the matrix (19) which is given by
This transforms under the SL(2, R) transformation as
Consider the case that the variations are the external states, i.e., δφ = φ 1 and δC = C 1 , and the dilaton and the axion are the constant background fields φ 0 and C 0 , respectively. Using this matrix and the doublets (18), one finds the following S-dual multiplet:
The amplitudes (25) , (26) and (27) , correspond to the first, the second and the third components of the multiplet (30), respectively. The amplitude associated with the fourth component is
where C 1 is the polarization of the R-R scalar which is one. The amplitude corresponding to the fifth component is
in which one of the R-R scalars is constant. And the amplitude associated with the last component is
The amplitudes (25) , (26) , (27) , (31) , (32) and (33) form an S-dual multiplet. Since the leading α ′ -order terms of the integrals I 2 and I 11 have the dilaton factor e −φ 0 /2 , the leading terms of the S-dual multiplet have no extra dilaton factor so they are invariant under the S-duality. The above results are the S-duality prediction for the S-matrix elements. The explicit calculation of the amplitudes (32) and (33) needs the correlation function of four spin operators and some world-sheet fermions [46, 47] which we leave them for future works. The amplitude (31) is a 5-point function that needs the correlation function of two spin operators and some fermions. In the next section we calculate this amplitude explicitly.
Testing the multiplets
The scattering amplitude of one R-R n-form, one NS-NS and one gauge boson may be given by the following correlation function:
where the vertex operators are [39, 33] 
where the indices A, B, · · · are the Dirac spinor indices and P − = 1 2
(1 − γ 11 ) is the chiral projection operator which makes the calculation of the gamma matrices to be with the full 32 × 32 Dirac matrices of the ten dimensions. In the R-R vertex operator, H 1(n) and M p are
where ǫ is the volume (p + 1)-form of the D p -brane and ε 1 is the polarization of the R-R form.
Using the propagators (3), one can easily calculate the X and φ correlators in (34) . To find the correlator of ψ, we use the following Wick-like rule for the correlation function involving an arbitrary number of ψ's and two S's [40, 41, 42] :
where dots mean sum over all possible contractions. In above equation, γ µn...µ 1 is the totally antisymmetric combination of the gamma matrices and P(z i , z j ) is given by the Wick-like contraction
Combining the gamma matrices coming from the correlation (37) with the gamma matrices in the R-R vertex operator, one finds the amplitude (34) has the following trace:
where A [α 1 ···αm] is an antisymmetric combination of the momenta and the polarizations of the NS-NS field and the gauge boson. The trace (39) can be evaluated for specific values of n and p. Since we are going to test the amplitudes that have been found in the previous sections by S-duality, we consider only the case of p = 3.
R-R two-form amplitude
In this section we calculate the amplitude for the R-R two-form, i.e., n = 2. The trace (39) then becomes
When both indices of the R-R potential are along the transverse space, m = 6. The trace then becomes
There is only one such contribution to the amplitude (34) . So the amplitude can easily be calculated, i.e.,
where the integral J is
Since the momentum and the polarization of the gauge boson are along the world-volume, the transverse index in the antisymmetric combination in (42) can not be carried by ζ 3 and k 3 . Moreover, the two momenta p 2 and p 2 .D can not both be contracted with the volume form, so the only possible case is when one indices of the NS-NS polarization is along the brane and the other one is along the transverse space. In this case the result becomes zero when the NS-NS polarization is antisymmetric. For the graviton, it becomes
where we have also normalized the amplitude by the D 3 -brane tension. Note that the amplitude is consistent with T-duality, so there would be no dilaton factor in the string frame. The above amplitude in the Einstein frame becomes
This amplitude should be compared with the corresponding term in the amplitude (22) . We are not going to rewrite the amplitudes in this section in terms of the R-R field strength, so we have to compare the above amplitude with the amplitude predicted by imposing the S-duality on the NS-NS amplitude (4).
So we write the amplitude (4) for the special case that the B-field has polarization only in the transverse space which is
Using the relations (12), the integrals add up to I 8 . This integral is
The S-duality then predicates the following amplitude, in the Einstein frame, for the Smatrix element of one graviton, one R-R two-form and one gauge boson on the world volume of the D 3 -brane:
where ε 1 is the polarization of the graviton and ε 2 is the polarization of the R-R two-form. The above amplitude is exactly the amplitude (44) in which the labels of the graviton and the R-R two-form are interchanged.
When one index of the R-R potential is along the world-volume and the other one is along the transverse space, m = 4. In this case the trace (40) becomes
There are many such terms in the amplitude (34) . In fact performing the correlators in the amplitude (34), one finds the following result in terms of the gauge field strength:
where integrals J 0 , J 4 , J 5 are given in the appendix. Using the condition that one of the indices of the antisymmetric gamma matrices is transverse, performing the trace over the gamma matrices and using the relations ( * F ) ab = ǫ abcd F cd /2 and F ab = −ǫ abcd ( * F ) cd /2, one finds
where we have also used the relations I 1 − I 2 = J 4 , I 1 + I 2 = J, J 0 − J * 0 = −2I 8 and J 5 − J * 5 − J 4 = −I 8 . To compare the above amplitude with corresponding amplitude predicted by the S-duality, we have to write both amplitudes either in terms of the matrices η, D or in terms of the world volume and the transverse matrices V, N. Since we have specified the indices of the R-R potential in terms of the world volume and transverse indices, we have to write the amplitudes in terms of V and N. In above amplitude we have written the indices in terms of the world volume and the transverse indices.
The amplitude predicted by the S-duality has no term with square of the world volume form, so we have to use the following identity:
to write the first and the last terms in (50) as
Now one can compare the amplitude (50) with the amplitude (22) predicted by the S-duality. The amplitude (22) in terms of the RR potential is the same as (4) in which the gauge field strength F is replaced by ( * F ), the ε 2 is the polarization of the RR potential and ε 1 is the polarization of the graviton. For the case that the RR potential has one transverse and one tangent indices, the amplitude in terms of the matrices V, N becomes
where we have also used the relations 4I 2 +2I 3 +I 4 −I 10 = 2J, 2I 2 +I 3 −I 5 +2I 11 = 2(I 7 +I 9 ), I 10 − I 4 = −2I 8 and I 1 + I 2 = J. Using the explicit form of the integrals, one also finds
Using the above relations and using the conservation of momentum to rewrite k 3 .ε 2 in (50) as −p 2 .V.ε 2 − p 1 .V.ε 2 , one finds the amplitude (50) is exactly the amplitude (53) in which the labels of the graviton and the R-R two-form are interchanged.
When both indicies of the R-R polarization are along the world-volume, the value of m in the trace (40) can be m = 2 and m = 4. However, the trace for the m = 4 case has the following structure:
(54) which can be shown it is zero by writing the RR polarization as (ε 1 ) a 0 b = −( * ε 1 ) αβ ǫ a 0 b αβ /2 and using the identity (51) . So the trace is nonzero only for m = 2 which is
In this case also there are many such terms in the amplitude (34) . Performing the correlators in (34) , one finds the following result in terms of the gauge field strength:
where J 6 , · · · , J 20 are some integrals that appear in the Appendix. While it was straightforward to write all above terms in terms of gauge field strength, the first term is in fact in the form of
where ζ is the polarization of the gauge boson and I is an integral which appears in the Appendix. The gauge symmetry Ward identity dictates that the integrals I and J 6 must satisfy the relation I = 2p 1 .k 3 J 6 which may be verified using by part integration. Using this relation, the above terms can be written as the first term in (56). As a check of our calculation, we have imposed the Ward identity corresponding to the graviton. We have found the relations J 16 = 2J 9 − J 11 , J 17 = 2J 9 − J 13 and J 18 = −2J 9 + J 15 which can easily be checked with the explicit form of the integrals. This Ward identity gives also some other relations in which the Mandelstam variables appear, e.g.,
Using this relation, one finds that the amplitude (56) has no tachyon pole as expected. Note that the explicit form of integrals J 19 , J 20 show that they have tachyon poles, however, the combination 4J 20 +p 2 .D.p 2 J 19 which appears in the amplitude (56), can be written in terms of tachyon-free integrals J 7 , J 10 , J 15 via the above relation. Similarly, the integrals J 6 and J 14 have tachyon pole, however, the combination J 6 − J 14 that appears in the amplitude (56) has no tachyon pole. There is in fact the relation J 6 − J 14 = J 18 where the integral J 18 has no tachyon pole. Now to compare the amplitude (56) with the corresponding terms in the amplitude (22), we have to write the amplitude (56) in terms of * F and ε 1 . To this end, we use the identity (51) to write the terms in (56) that have structure A.F. * ε 1 .B as
where A, B are two arbitrary vectors. The above identity can be used to rewrite all terms in (56) in terms of * F and ε 1 . However, the polarization of graviton ε 2 in the first and in the last terms appear between F and * ε 1 . To rewrite them in terms of * F and ε 1 we have to use the following identity:
to find the relation
Note that the R-R polarization ε 1 has only world volume indices. Using the above relations, the amplitude (56) in terms of * F and ε 1 , and in terms of the matrices V, N becomes
where we have also used the on-shell relation ε 1 .V.p 1 = 0 because we assumed the R-R potential has only world volume indices.
We can now compare the above amplitude with the amplitude (22) . This amplitude in terms of the RR potential is the same as (4) in which the gauge field strength F is replaced by ( * F ), the ε 2 is the polarization of the RR potential and ε 1 is the polarization of the graviton. For the case that the RR potential has only world volume indices, the amplitude becomes
In order to have equality between the above amplitude and (62), there should be the following relation between the integrals in (62):
which are true using the explicit form of the integrals. Using the integrals in the Appendix, one finds the following relations between the integrals in amplitude (56) and the integrals in (63):
One then finds exact agreement between all terms in the two amplitudes except the term which has structure Tr [ * F.ε 2 ] Tr [ε 1 .V ]. The equality of this term gives the following relation between the integrals:
Using the relations J 7 + J 15 − 2I 11 + 2I 2 = 2(2I 2 + I 3 ) and J 10 + J 15 = 4I 1 , one can write the above relation as
which is the sum of the two relations in (13) in which the labels 1 and 2 are interchanged.
Therefore, we have found precise agreement between the amplitude (22) which is predicted by the S-duality and the explicit calculations.
R-R scalar amplitude
In this section we are going to compare the amplitude (31) with explicit calculation, so we calculate the amplitude (34) for the R-R scalar, i.e., n = 0. The trace (39) for the D 3 -brane then becomes
which is nonzero only for m = 4. The amplitude for B-field becomes
where integral I 8 is one of the integrals that appear in (4) , and the integrals J 1 , · · · , J 4 appear in the Appendix.
One can check that integrals in (68) satisfy the following equations:
where I 1 is the integral that appears in (81). Moreover, the amplitude (68) satisfies the Ward identity associated with the B-field if the integrals satisfy the following equation as well:
Using the above four equations, one can find J 1 , · · · , J 4 in terms of I 1 and I 8 . Then witting I 1 , I 8 in terms of I 2 and I 11 using the relations (12) and (13), one can write the amplitude (68) in terms of I 2 and I 11 . The result in the Einstein frame is
where the integrals Q 1 , · · · , Q 5 are
The scattering amplitude of one R-R n-form, one B-field and one gauge boson on the worldvolume of D p -brane has been also calculated in [48] (see eq.(3.20) in [48] ). The integrals in that amplitude have been calculated up to (α ′ ) 2 order. Using the expansion (11), one finds agreement between (71) and the amplitude in [48] for p = 3 and n = 0. Now using the identity (51), one can rewrite the amplitude (71) in terms of * F which can then be compared with the amplitude (31) . The difference between the the amplitude (71) and the amplitude (31) becomes
The expression inside the bracket is ( * F )
Low energy couplings
In this section we find the low energy couplings corresponding to the dilaton S-dual multiplet. Replacing the expansion (11) in (25), one finds the following expansion:
where dots represent the higher order terms. There is no α ′2 -order term in the massless closed string pole. This is consistent with the fact that there is no α ′2 correction to the supergravity. The (α ′ ) 0 -order massless poles should be reproduce by the supergravity couplings in the bulk and the DBI couplings on the brane. Using the following standard coupling in the type IIB supergravity in the Einstein frame [7] :
where H = dB, and the standard brane coupling T 3 B ab F ab e −φ 0 resulting from expansion of the DBI action
one finds the massless closed string pole in (74). The leading term of the massless open string pole in (74) is reproduced by the contact term T 3 φB ab F ab e −φ 0 and by the massless pole resulting from the brane couplings T 3 φF ab F ab e −φ 0 and T 3 B ab F ab e −φ 0 .
The α ′2 -order term of the massless open string pole must be reproduced by the higher derivative of the above couplings. While the coupling T 3 B ab F ab e −φ 0 has no higher derivative correction, the coupling T 3 φF ab F ab e −φ 0 has higher derivative correction which is given by the α ′ expansion of the scattering amplitude of one dilaton and two gauge fields [49, 50] . In the Einstein frame, it is
where the Mandelstam variable is t = −2k 2 .k 3 . Since the structure of the (α ′ ) 0 -order and the (α ′ ) 2 -order terms of the massless open string pole in (74) are the same, one concludes that the higher derivative of the contact term T 3 φB ab F ab e −φ 0 must be the same as the higher derivative of the coupling T 3 φF ab F ab e −φ 0 which can be found from (77) to be 2π where L is the D 3 -brane action in the momentum space. There is a delta function imposing the conservation of momentum along the brane and the mesure dp i for each field which we have dropped. The dots refer to the other couplings and to the higher momentum of the above couplings. In above action, p 1 is the momentum of dilaton, p 2 is the momentum of B-field and k 3 is the momentum of the gauge field. The first term is coming from the expansion of DBI action. The constant factor α has been added because we have not fix the overall numeric of the string theory amplitudes. It is important to note that the presence of the second term in (78) depends on the presence of similar term at the leading order.
Using the same steps for all other components (26), (27) , (31), (32) and (33), one finds the terms corresponding to the second line of (78) for all these components. However, the terms corresponding to the second term in the first line of (78) exist only for those components which have couplings at (α ′ ) 0 -order as well. The D-brane action at order (α ′ ) 0 has only two components of the multiplet (30), i.e., the first term which is coming from the DBI action and the fourth term which is coming from the Chern-Simons part of the D 3 -brane action. Therefore, the contact terms corresponding to the dilaton S-dual multiplet is given by the following action in the momentum space: (30) . Unlike the terms in the first line, the terms in the second line are invariant under the S-duality, apart from the overall dilaton factor. This factor may be extended to the regularized non-holomorphi Eisenstein series E 1 (φ 0 , C 0 ) after including the loops and the nonperturbative effects [26, 27, 28] . To make the couplings to be invariant under the gauge transformation δB = dΛ, δA = −Λ/4π, one has to replace 4πF and B with B + 4πF .
Finally, let us compare the couplings (78) with the couplings that have been found in [51, 48] 
where we have used our convention that α ′ = 2 and the gauge invariant combination of B and F is B + 2πα ′ F . The terms in the second line are zero using the relation (73). Using the identity (51) Then it is easy to verify that the couplings (80) reduces to the corresponding couplings in (79). This fixes the constant factor to be α = −i/4.
